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Further Factors Influencing Rh-immunization: II
K. 0. RENKONEN, M. SEPPALA, and S. TIMONEN

From the Department of Serology and Bacteriology, University of Helsinki, Finland

In a previous paper dealing with Rh haemolytic
disease (Renkonen and Timonen, 1967) the large
numbers of boys (M/F 1-60) and twins (3-0%) ob-
served among the firstborn children preceding the
affected child were discussed. These observations
suggest that the Rh-sensitized mothers were ex-
ceptionally tolerant of their foetuses, suggesting,
perhaps, that the passage of foetal cells through
placental barriers into the maternal circulation was
exceptionally easy. Further information on the
role of tolerance in Rh-immunization would be
gained from a study of the ABO groups of mother
and child. These groups are known to play a
role in histocompatibility (Ceppelini et al., 1966;
Kuhns et al., 1966) and also to interfere with
Rh-immunization (Levine, 1943). When the
red cells of the foetus are agglutinated by mater-
nal isoagglutinins, the mother is less likely to
be immunized than those mothers whose ABO
groups are compatible with those of their foetuses.
From the point of view of histocompatibility two
types of mother-child combination, both usually
considered to be compatible, are especially interest-
ing. (1) Mother and child belonging to the same

ABO group. (2) Mother and child belonging to

Received June 14, 1967.

different ABO groups, where the child's red cells
are not agglutinated by the mother's serum.

Finnish Series

The series of Finnish Rh-immunized mothers and
their first affected children (Renkonen and Timonen,
1967) included 585 mother-child pairs whose ABO
groups are known (Table I). The series of normal
mother-child combinations (Table II) are derived from
disputed cases (982) of paternity, and from a study of
transferrin groups (598). When a mother has had
several children, the mother-child combinations are
included in the series with each of her children, as in the
multiple ascertainment series of Cohen (1960). Chess-
board tables, mother versus child, were drawn up, and
the observed number of children was compared with
the expected numbers which were calculated in two
ways (1) in accordance with Bernstein's theory, using the
gene frequencies (Streng, 1935), and the number of
children born to mothers in each ABO group (Table
III); (2) the second set of expected figures was obtained
by the algebraic method used by Murray, Knox, and
Walker (1965); for this purpose the corresponding
chessboard with normal mother-child combinations
was reduced to the size of the series of immunized
mothers. The observed and expected numbers of
children are given in Table IV. There was, indeed, a
surplus (more than the expected number) of mother-
child combinations where both belonged to the same

ABO group (Group I):
+ 7717/322-3 = + 24-1 %O (gene frequencies)
+ 96A4/303 6 = 31-8% (algebraic).

TABLE I
ABO GROUPS OF MOTHERS AND THEIR FIRST AFFECTED CHILDREN

(FINLAND)

Blood Groups of Mothers Expected Difference
_____ - _____ - ____ - (based on (observed-expected)0 A B AB |Total gene frequencies)

Blood groups of affected children 0 121 59 27 - 207 194 + 13
A 26 206 4 15 251 245 +6
B 1 11 54 21 87 101 -14
AB - 11 10 19 40 45 -5Total 148 287 95 55 585

Expected (gene frequencies) 194 245 101 45 585
Difference (observed-expected) -46 + 42 -6 +10 +0

Gene frequencies p 0-290, q 0-134, r 0-576.
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124 Renkonen, Seppila, and Timonen

TABLE II
ABO GROUPS OF NORMAL MOTHERS AND THEIR CHILDREN

(FINLAND)

Blood Groups of Mothers Expected Difference
(based on (observed-expected)

0 A B AB Total gene frequencies)
Blood groups of children 0 281 156 82 - 519 524-4 -5-2

A 159 384 33 56 632 600-7 -28-7
B 92 27 115 69 303 272-3 +30 7
AB - 46 40 40 126 122-8 +3-2

Total 532 613 270 165 1580
Expected (gene frequencies) 524-2 660 272-3 122-8 1580
Difference (observed-expected) + 78 -47-7 - 2-3 + 42-2 0

Gene frequencies p 0-290, q 0-134, r 0-576.

TABLE III There was a deficit of 'compatible' mother-child com-
EXPECTED DISTRIBUTION OF CHILDREN OF 0, A, B, binations where mother and child belonged to different
AND AB MOTHERS; EACH GROUP OF MOTHERS ABO groups, but the red cells of the children were not

CONSIDERED SEPARATELY agglutinated by the mothers' serum (Group II):
Mothers' Blood Groups - 11-8/133-8 = - 8°8%1 (gene frequencies)

0|O A B AB -12-4/134-4 = -9 2°' (algebraic).

O r rr2 r _r There was a remarkable deficit of 'incompatible' com-p + 2r q + 2r binations, where mother and child belonged to different
A p pr + (p + r)2 pr p + r ABO groups, and the red cells of the children were

Childrens' blood p+2r q+2r I 2 agglutinated by the mothers' serum (Group III):
groups, expected B q qr gr + (q + r)2 q+r -65-9/128&9 = -51 1%O (gene frequencies)

p+2r q+2r 2 _84-0/147-0 = -57-1% (algebraic).

AB - q(p + r) p(q + r) p+q
p+2r q+2r 2

10 1- 01-0 10- Discussion

After Schiff (1928) and Wiener and Wexler (1958). The fre- Comparison with Series from England,
quencies in their Tables have been divided by the frequencies of the Netherlands, and United States. The surplus
respective mothers (r2, 2pr + p2, 2qr + q2, and 2pq). The latter of identical mother-child combinations of group I
distributions have been used for calculation of the expected distribu-
tion of the totals of mothers and totals of children. and the deficit of 'compatible' children of group II,

TABLE IV
ABO GROUPS OF Rh-IMMUNIZED MOTHERS AND THEIR FIRST AFFECTED CHILDREN

(FINLAND)

Blood Groups of Mothers
,__ ATotal

AB

Expected I Expected II
Ob- Exp. Exp. Ob- Exp. Exp. Ob- Exp. Exp. Ob- Exp. Exp. Ob- Difference Difference

served I* IIt served I II served I II served I II served (Observed- (Observed-

0 121 852 1040 59 66-0 57-8 27 24-5 30-4 - - 207 194-1 +12-9 192-2 +14-8
Blood A 26 430 58-9 206 182-5 142-2 4 12-4 12-2 15 23-9 20-7 251 244-6 +6-4 234-0 +17-0
groups B 1 19-8 34-1 11 15-4 10-0 54 42-9 42-6 21 19-4 25-5 87 100-8 -13-8 112-2 -25-2

AB - - - 11 23-1 170 10 152 148 119 11-7 14-8 40 455 -555 466 66-
Total 148 148 197-0 287 287 -2270 95 95 100-0 1 55 55 161-0 585 585.0 1585-0

Expected
(gene 194-1 244-6 100-8 45-5 585-0 585
frequencies)

Difference
(observed- -46-1 +42-4 -5-8 +9 5 +0
expected)

Difference
(observed- -49-0 +60-0 -5 0 -6-0 +0
expected)
algebraic

* Gene frequencies (p 0-290, q 0-134, r 0 576) according to Table I (and according to the r2; 2pr + p2; 2qr + q ; 2pq for the totals of mothers
and children).

t Algebraic, the difference between the figures of Tables II and III, after a reduction of the figures of Table III by multiplication by
585/1580.
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Further Factors Influencing Rh-immunization: II

TABLE V
COMPARISON OF OBSERVED AND EXPECTED RATES OF COMPATIBLE AND INCOMPATIBLE COMBINATIONS

OF Rh-IMMUNIZED MOTHERS AND THEIR CHILDREN*

England The Netherlands U.S.A. Finland
(Murray et al., 1965) (Reepmaker et al., (Cohen, 1960) (Renkonen and Timonen, 1967'

Number of mother-child combi-
nations 1199 1607 2998 585

I: Mother and child belong to
same ABO group +11-40 +13-8, + 11-8, (+19-2") +24-1 (+318)

II: Mother and child do not belong
to same ABO group (no aggluti- + 11-3°o0 + 8-1 `' ±+ 3-40 (+0 3% )t -8-8%" (-9*20o)t
nation of child's red cells by
maternal isoagglutinins)

Difference I-II 0-70o 570 8-4",, (18-9"o)t 329 (41 )f

III: Mother and child do not
belong to same ABO group
(agglutination of child's red -53-7% -58 9 `0 40O%o (-483('%)t -51-1i'' (-57-1lo)t
cells by maternal isoagglutinins)

p 0-273 0-267 0-243 0-290
Gene frequencies q 0 060 0-062 0-082 0-134

r 0 703 0-671 0-675 9-576

* The expected figures are calculated from gene frequencies. The sign + means that the observed numbers were higher than the expected
ones. The differences are calculated as a percentage of the expected numbers.

t These expected figures are obtained by the algebraic comparison of the sensitized and non-sensitized (normal) groups.

indicates that histo-incompatibility interferes with
Rh-immunization. Thus Rh-immunization is
commonest in the most compatible mother-child
combinations. Information from other countries
about Rh-immunization should be reviewed.
There are three large series, one from England
(Murray et al., 1965), one from the Netherlands
(Reepmaker, Nijenhuis, and van Loghem, 1962),
and one from the U.S.A. (Cohen, 1960), which
have been restudied. The series themselves are
given in the Appendix, Tables A, B, and C. In
Table V, the results are summarized. The ob-
served numbers are compared with those expected
on the basis of gene frequencies, and the difference
is given as a percentage of the expected number of
children. In all these countries there is a surplus of
combinations in which mother and child belong to
the same ABO group. The surplus is high in
Finland where q* is high. Perhaps compatibility
with respect to the B groups is especially important.
The size of Group II (mother and child belong to
different ABO groups, but no maternal isoagglu-
tinins reacting with the child's cells are present) is
variable. In England and the Netherlands there is
an excess of these combinations almost equalling
that of Group I, but in Finland with its high q, and
to a lesser degree also in the U.S.A. there is little
or no surplus in Group II, regardless of whether the
expectation is based on gene frequency, or on the
algebraic comparison. The critical difference be-

* p is the frequency of the gene IA; q is the frequency of gene IB;
and r is the frequency of gene Io.

tween the sizes of groups I and II increases parallel
with increasing q. In the series from Baltimore the
difference is considerably lower than in the Finnish
series, but it is still statistically significant. The
frequency of q in Baltimore (0 082) is not much
higher than in England (0 060), but this is not the
only difference between the two. The series from
Baltimore are based on multiple ascertainment, and
accordingly include the important sensitizing
children. Thus histocompatibility and tolerance
seem to be factors favouring Rh-immunization,
though comparative statistical evaluation of this
heterogeneous material is difficult. In Table
VI the combinations of classically incompatible
mother-child pairs are analysed. Once again the
frequency of q seems to be involved. When
it is low as in England and the Netherlands
the importance of group A as a cause for incom-
patibility is dominant; when it is high as in the
U.S.A. and Finland the role of group B seems to be
more important. However, it is hard to believe
that these differences are based merely on the
differences in gene frequencies, i.e. on chance.
The anti-B isoagglutinins in England may be weaker
than those in Finland. Differences in the strength
of isoagglutinins have been noticed between Ger-
man and Finnish sera (Savolainen, 1946).

AB and 0 Mothers. Table VII describes the
AB mothers and their children. There is a
tendency for sensitized AB mothers to have more
AB children than expected. This is significant at
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Renkonen, Seppala, and Timonen

TABLE VI
Rh-IMMUNIZED MOTHERS AND THEIR 'INCOMPATIBLE' CHILDREN, GROUP III

England Netherlands U.S.A. Finland
(Murray et al., 1965) (Reepmaker et al., 1962) (Cohen, 1960) (Renkonen and Timonen,

1967)
Incom- Observed 97 (8 1OO) Difference 115 (7 2%) Difference 355 (12°) Difference 63 (18".) Difference
patible
combina- ExpectedI 209-7 -112-7/2097= 280 -165/280= 591 7 -236.7/5917= 128-9 -65911289=
tions (gene -540,, -59%,, - 40(o -51-1%°/
Group III frequen-

cies)

Expected 687-2 - 332-2/687-2 = 147-0 84-0/147-0 =
II -48%O -57-1%

(algebraic)

Incompati- Observed 60 74 249-0 40
bility due
to child's ExpectedI 146-0 -86/146= 192 -118/192= 380-5 -131-5/380-5= 706 -30-5/70-6=
A group 590, -620o -35°0 -432`o

Expected 438-3 - 189-3/438-3 = 85-9 - 459/859 =
II 4300 -53-4%

Incompati- Observed 37 41 106-0 23
bility due
to child's Expected I 63-7 -26 7/637= 88 - 47/88= 211-2 -105-2/211-2= 58 3 -354/583=
Bgroup -420 -530 -50% ;-60.70O

Expected 248-9 142-9/248-9= 61-1 38-1/61-1=
II _.570' -62-3%

p Gene frequencies 0-237 0-267 0-243 0-290
q Gene frequencies 0-060 0-062 0-082 0-134
r Gene frequencies 0 703 0-671 0-675 0-576

the 005 level in the series from Finland (Table IV),
but it is not visible in the series from England and
the Netherlands. In the latter areas the observed
(and expected) numbers of the critical AB-AB com-
binations are very low. The large number of
immunized AB mothers, void of isoagglutinins, with
AB children suggests that histocompatibility favours
Rh-sensitization. In all the countries immunized
AB mothers had more B children than A children as
compared to the expectation. The difference is
significant. Thus the presence or absence of the B
group seems to be a more important factor in
determining histocompatibility than A, in the same
way as it was found to be a more important reason
for incompatibility in the U.S.A. and Finland
(Table VI). The deficit (-361) of immunized 0
mothers (Table IV, Appendix Tables A, B, C) is
'compensated' for by the surplus of affected 0
children (+ 332), in the same way as the surplus
(+ 416 9) of immunized A mothers is 'compensated'

TABLE VII
Rh-IMMUNIZED AB MOTHERS AND THEIR CHILDREN

Observed Expected* Difference
A children 101 119 7 -18-7/119-7 = - 15-6`o
B children 106 97-1 + 8-9/97-1 = + 9 2°o

AB children 55 45-2 +9-8/55 = +21-70°o

* On the basis of gene frequencies in each country.

for by the deficit of affected A children (- 129-1).
In other words the deficit of Ioamong the immunized
mothers is not real. It is compensated by an excess
of heterozygote mothers of type AO.

Summary
Histocompatibility, as indicated by identical

ABO groups in the mother and child, favours
Rh-immunization. The excess of the observed
numbers of mother-child combinations belonging
to the same ABO groups was higher than that of
non-identical combinations even when no maternal
isoagglutinins against the child's cells were present.
The difference is particularly evident in the series
from Baltimore and Helsinki, with a relatively high
IB gene frequency. In some countries the group B
children seem to be a more important reason for
histo-incompatibility than group A. The immunized
AB mothers more often had group B children than
group A children. The frequency of Io and IA
(and accordingly of IB) in a population seems not
to be altered by Rh-immunization.
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Appendix
TABLE A

Rh-IMMUNIZED MOTHERS AND THEIR FIRST AFFECTED INFANTS, ENGLAND (TABLE IV, MURRAY et al.)

Blood groups of mothers Total

O A B AB0 A - B AB ~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~Ob-Ex- Differ-
Ob- Ex- Ob- Ex- Ob- Ex- Ob- Ex- served pected ence

served pected* served pected served pected served pected

( 0 452 366 183 163-6 40 1 34 - - 675 593 +82
Blood groups of affected A 49 123 343 347-7 5 11 18 16-4 415 467 -52

children B 19 31 7 14-0 49 43 12 13-4 87 105 -18
AB - - 11 18-7 6 27 5 5-2 22 34 -12

Total 520 a 520 544 m 544 100 100 35 350 1199

Expected among 1199 subjects 593 467 105 34 1199
Difference -73 + 77 -5 + 1 ±o

* The expected distribution of the children is calculated on the basis of gene frequencies (p 0-237, q 0-060, r 0 703) in each separate ABO
group of mothers.
Group I (70 80o), mother and child belong Group II (21-1 o), 'compatible' mother- Group III (8-1%), incompatible mother-
to same ABO group. child combinations, both of different ABO child combinations maternal isoagglutinins
A surplus found: groups. No maternal isoagglutinins against child's red cells present.
+87-1/761-9= + 11-4 against child's red cells. A deficit found:

A surplus found: -112-7/209-7 53.7"'
+ 25 6/2274= + 1 3°,

TABLE B
MOTHER-CHILD COMBINATIONS IN FAMILIES WITH Rh-IMMUNIZATIONS, THE NETHERLANDS (TABLE 9,

REEPMAKER et al.)

Blood groups of mothers Total

0 A B AB

Ob- I Ex- Ob- Ex- Ob- Ex- Ob- Ex- Ob- Ex- Differ-
served pected* served pected served pected served I pected served pected ence

r0 506 387 253 235 52 46 1 - - 811 724 +87
B A 53 154 564 55382 18 18 22 643 690 -47

Bloogrousofhilden~ B 18 36' 9 22 70 59 23 17 120 140 -20
AB - - 14 30 13 20 6 8 33 53 -20

Total 577 577 840 840 143 143 47 47 1607

Expected among 1607 subjects 724 690 140 53 1607
Difference -147 +150 +3 -6 ±0

* The expected distribution of the children is
group of mothers.
Group I (71-3o), mother and child belong
to the same ABO group.
A surplus found:
+ 13911007= 13-8

calculated on the basis of gene frequencies (p

Group II (21-5%), 'compatible' mother-
child combinations. Both of different
ABO groups. No maternal isoagglutinins
present.
A surplus found:
+ 26/320 = 81

0-267, q 0-062, r 0-671) in each separate ABO

Group III (7-20o), incompatible mother-
child combinations. Maternal isoagglu-
tinins present.
A deficit found:
-165/280 = - 58-9%o
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